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Abstract: Augmented reality (AR) has recently become a worldwide research topic. AR technology
renders intuitive computer-generated contents on users’ physical surroundings. To improve process
efficiency and productivity, researchers and developers have paid increasing attention to AR
applications in engineering analysis and simulation. The integration of AR with numerical simulation,
such as the finite element method, provides a cognitive and scientific way for users to analyze
practical problems. By incorporating scientific visualization technologies, an AR-based system
superimposes engineering analysis and simulation results directly on real-world objects. Engineering
analysis and simulation involving diverse types of data are normally processed using specific
computer software. Correct and effective visualization of these data using an AR platform can
reduce the misinterpretation in spatial and logical aspects. Moreover, tracking performance of the AR
platforms in engineering analysis and simulation is crucial as it influences the overall user experience.
The operating environment of the AR platforms requires robust tracking performance to deliver
stable and accurate information to the users. In addition, over the past several decades, AR has
undergone a transition from desktop to mobile computing. The portability and propagation of
mobile platforms has provided engineers with convenient access to relevant information in situ.
However, on-site working environment imposes constraints on the development of mobile AR-based
systems. This paper aims to provide a systematic overview of AR in engineering analysis and
simulation. The visualization, tracking techniques as well as the implementation on mobile platforms
are discussed. Each technique is analyzed with respect to its pros and cons, as well its suitability to
particular types of applications.

Keywords: augmented reality; numerical simulation; scientific visualization

1. Introduction

Engineering problems are generally mathematical models of physical phenomena [1]. There are
various types of typical engineering problems, such as solid mechanics, heat transfer, fluid flow,
electrical, magnetism, etc. Almost all physical phenomena, whether mechanical, biological, aerospace,
or chemical can be described using mathematical models [2]. Mathematical models use assumptions
and appropriate axioms to express the features of a physical system. The solution of a physical problem
can be approximated by using engineering analysis and simulation techniques, such as numerical
simulation. With the help of advanced computer technology, the computer can process fast and
accurate calculation of substantial amounts of data, and enable intuitive result visualization. Scientific
visualization can illustrate numerical simulation results graphically to enable engineers to understand
and glean insight from their data. There exists a number of numerical simulation software, many of
which are based on a WIMP-style (windows, icons, menus, pointers) environment. In the last several
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decades, the trend of using innovative and intuitive systems to solve engineering problems has become
increasingly evident.

Augmented reality (AR) has been studied for several decades and can be combined with human
abilities as an efficient and complementary tool to enhance the quality of engineering analysis. An AR
system can overlay computer-generated contents on views of the physical scene, augmenting a user’s
perception and cognition of the world [3]. AR allows the users to continue interacting with both
the virtual and real objects around them. A near real-time interaction with these virtual and real
objects enables a user to judge multiple parameters simultaneously and analyze the problem efficiently.
A complete AR system should include three main elements, i.e., tracking, registration, and visualization.
Development of AR technology with precise information augmentation in real-time is a foreseeable
reality that can be used in almost any domain. Over the past decade, AR has undergone a transition
from desktop to mobile computing. The portability and propagation of mobile platforms has provided
engineers with convenient access to relevant information in situ.

Integrating AR with engineering problems is a concept that has appeared in recent years.
The improvement of equipment performance makes data processing and near real-time display
possible. AR is capable of providing an immersive and intuitive environment for the user to achieve
near real-time simulation results for problem analysis. Many review works have been conducted
to summarize the systems in this field. Behzadan et al. [4] summarized a review regarding AR
in architecture and construction simulation, and Barsom et al. [5] provided a systematic review
on AR in medical and surgery related simulation. Nee et al. [6] reviewed the research of AR
applications in manufacturing operations. Although there are many relevant works mentioned
in their review, there are no rigorous review papers that focus on AR in engineering analysis and
simulation. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to fill up this gap by providing a state-of-the-art
summary of mainstream studies of AR in engineering analysis and simulation. The remaining of this
review paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of computer-aided technologies
in engineering applications. A statistical survey is included in this section for reference. Section 3
highlights the research concentration and paucity with a summarized table. Besides, the techniques
used for AR-based engineering analysis and simulation are summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
provides a conclusion for this review and discusses the possible trends in this field.

2. Overview of Computer Aided Technologies in Engineering Analysis and Simulation

This section is divided into three subsections. The first subsection summarizes traditional
computer-aided engineering analysis and simulation technologies and their limitations. The second
subsection introduces the basic architecture of AR-based systems. The last subsection provides a
statistical survey on the trend of using AR in engineering analysis and simulation.

2.1. Traditional Computer-Aided Engineering Analysis and Simulation Technologies

Numerical methods can be applied to obtain approximate solutions to a variety of problems in
engineering. The use of mathematical methods can be traced back to early 20th century. With the
development of computer technologies, developers have released several analysis and simulation
software, such as ANSYS, Abaqus, COMSOL, etc. Traditional engineering analysis software including
multiple windows incorporating graphical user interfaces, menus, dialog boxes, and tool bars.
These software provide powerful solutions to engineering problems; however, these software often
require users to spend time learning these the user interfaces of these software packages. Researchers
have been working on improving computational efficiency, such as implementing neural networks [7].
Real-time systems enable engineers to observe simulation results as they are calculated [8]. This is
a prospering research field considering it could be a very powerful learning tool [9]. In addition to
computational performance, interactive simulation approach allows effective learning of behavior of
materials [10] and could be used to accelerate the development cycle of a product [11].
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Virtual reality (VR) technologies have been employed by researchers to achieve an immersive
and interactive environment. Various VR-based visualization and interaction techniques have been
developed. VR applications using numerical simulation began in the 90s. Several researchers [12,13]
focused on using the VR environment for finite element analysis (FEA) result visualization. Scherer and
Wabner [14] proposed a system for structural and thermal analysis. Their method visualizes FEA results
with a three-dimensional glyph. Another glyph-based simulation result visualization system was
proposed by Neugebauer et al. [15], in which stresses can be displayed using 3D glyphs. Buchau [16]
introduced a VR- based numerical simulation system, which integrates a COMSOL Multiphysics
solver for efficient computation. The post processing of simulation data plays a vital role, as accurate
visualization of simulation data could improve user experience in the VR environment. By using
the Visualization Toolkit [17], the computation results can be visualized with the interaction function
provided [18,19]. Recently, deformation simulation has been conducted by several researchers [20–22].
Some of the studies use artificial neural network (ANN) and other approximation methods [23] to
achieve real-time solutions. Interaction methods have been studied to utilize the simulation results
provided in a VR environment so as to improve the efficiency of the analysis [24] and the design
process [25]. Even though VR systems can provide visualization of the engineering analysis and
simulation results in an intuitive and efficient way, there are still limitations. First, establishing a
virtual environment with all the information involved is difficult as the detailed physical models
and properties of the surrounding objects should be defined precisely. Secondly, there is no physical
relationship between a user and the virtual content, such that the user has no influence on the
environment. This reduces the immersion feelings experienced by the user. Furthermore, the
equipment for an immersive VR-based system is not cost-effective and can cause ergonomic problems,
such as nausea during use.

2.2. Basic Architecture in AR based System

The limitation of current software and VR systems comes from the main concern in a user’s daily
life, which is towards the surrounding physical world instead of a virtual world. AR technology
overcomes those limitations mentioned in Section 2.1 and provides a simple and immediate
user interface to an electronically enhanced physical world [26]. AR visualization of numerical
simulation results in the physical world can enhance perception and understanding of the dataset [27].
Near real-time update of results in the physical world enables a user to assess the influence of
environmental parameters and analyze the problem efficiently. Therefore, AR has become one of the
most promising approaches for engineering analysis and simulation. A typical AR-based engineering
analysis and simulation system is illustrated in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the workflow of an AR-based engineering analysis and simulation
system consists of five general steps, namely, image capture, image processing, interaction handling,
simulation information management, and rendering. For each step, a detailed explanation on the
characteristics and classifications is provided. The image captured with a camera is processed
using computer vision algorithms for tracking, while engineering analysis and simulation modules
generate content for AR rendering. The types of display devices and tracking methods are also
summarized in the figure. The majority of AR research is based on visual display due to its ability
to provide the most intuitive augmentation to the users. The equipment used for AR display can
be classified into three categories based on their relative position to the user and the environment,
namely, head-mounted display (HMD), hand-held device (HHD), and spatial display, such as desktop
display and projected display. On the other hand, tracking means to determine the spatial properties
dynamically at runtime. Current tracking techniques include sensor-based tracking, vision-based
tracking and hybrid tracking [28]. Sensor-based tracking is based on sensors, such as magnetic, acoustic,
mechanical sensors, etc., and vision-based tracking uses image processing to calculate the camera pose.
Sensor-based tracking is fast but can be error-prone [29]. Current advancement of electronic devices
has widely promoted sensors, such as inertial measurement unit (IMU), to help sensor-based tracking.
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Vision-based tracking, on the other hand, is accurate but relatively slow. Current vision-based tracking
can be categorized into two methods, namely, marker based tracking [30] and marker-less tracking.
The two tracking methods complement each other and researchers have started to develop hybrid
methods to achieve a more robust tracking solution. The human-computer interaction can be achieved
using additional accessories, tangible user interface, hand gesture, and attached sensors [27].
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Figure 1. Workflow of AR-based engineering analysis and simulation system.

2.3. The Trend of Using AR in Engineering Analysis and Simulation

In this review, the articles were searched from the following online publisher databases, namely,
Engineering Village, ScienceDirect, IEEE Xplore, Springer Link, ACM Digital Library, Web of Science,
and Google scholar. All selected papers are ranging from 2004 to 2017 and related to AR-based
engineering analysis and simulation. Among these selected articles, 48 of them will be discussed
in Section 3. Figure 2 shows the research trend of engineering related analysis and simulation in
AR. An upward trend can be observed from Figure 2. Four keyword combinations are used to filter
relevant articles in ScienceDirect database. The column represents the occurrences of the AR related
engineering analysis and simulation articles in the database.
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3. Current AR Applications in Engineering Analysis and Simulation

An overview of the research areas and purposes of AR-based engineering analysis and simulation
applications is provided in Table 1. Current AR integrated engineering analysis and simulation
systems are mainly focused on biomedical, thermal, electromagnetic, civil and mechanical engineering.
Selected studies are divided into four main categories, namely, biomedical engineering and surgery,
civil and urban engineering, mechanical engineering and manufacturing, and electromagnetism.
The tracking methods, characteristics, and limitations of those studies in different categories are
discussed and summarized separately in Tables 2–5.

AR systems have been implemented in biomedical engineering and surgery (Table 2). Computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data are normally visualized in an AR
environment using image overlay, while a volume rendering method is included to enhance the
data exploration experience in [31] and [32]. Superimposing CT and MRI data provides additional
information for users in surgery training and real operation. However, current AR-based biomedical
engineering and surgery systems mainly serve as an educational tool due to the limitation of the
registration accuracy and complex setup. Comparing with CT and MRI data, AR is mainly used in
civil and urban engineering to visualize thermal analysis and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
results (Table 3). With AR, civil engineers and urban designers can examine simulated results in the
outdoor environment [33–36] and improve design in the indoor environment [37–39]. In the mechanical
engineering and manufacturing fields, near real-time result updating with sensor networks [27,40–42],
image processing [43], and tangible user interfaces [44–50] (Table 4) are common practices. As can
be seen in Tables 2 and 3, most of the selected studies in these two fields are based on a specific
visualization tool instead of image overlay. In electromagnetic field, OpenGL has been widely used to
represent the result, such as magnetic streamline patterns. The setup of these systems is normally in a
desktop-based environment. Some of the studies [51–54] allow users to manipulate the position and
orientation of the magnet, and examine the variation of the electromagnetic field. After a summary of
typical AR engineering analysis and simulation systems, the technologies used in these systems will
be discussed in Section 4. The discussion aims to provide a detailed description of state-of-the-art AR
technologies in engineering analysis and simulation.
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Table 1. Research area and purpose of AR-based engineering analysis and simulation.

Area of Research Research Group Purpose of Research

Biomedical engineering
& surgery

Liao et al. [55]
Assist on-site operationHaouchine et al. [56–58]

Kong et al. [59]

Salah et al. [31]
Intuitive analysis environmentTawara and Ono [60]

Kaladji et al. [61]

Sutherland [32] Training and education
ARMed, [62]

Civil & urban
engineering

Clothier et al. [63] Assist on-site operation
Underkoffler et al. [64]

Malkawi et al. [65,66]

Intuitive analysis environmentCarmo et al. [33,34]
Heuveline et al. [35,36]
Golparvar-Fard et al. [67,68]

Graf et al. [69]
Intuitive design environmentBroll et al. [37]

Fukuda et al. [38,39]

Mechanical engineering
& Manufacturing

Weidlich et al. [70]

Intuitive analysis environment

NUS AR group, [27,41,42]
Paulus, et al. [43]
Uva et al. [44,45,47,48]
Issartel et al. [71]
Bernasconi et al. [40]
Valentini et al. [49,50]
Naets et al. [72]
Moreland et al. [73]

Regenbrecht et al. [74]
Intuitive design environmentNiebling et al. [46]

Weidenhausen et al. [75]

Electromagnetism

Buchau et al. [76] Training and education
Ibáñez et al. [51]

Silva et al. [77]
Intuitive analysis environmentMannuß et al. [52]

Matsutomo et al. [53,54]
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Table 2. Characteristics and limitations of research in biomedical engineering and surgery.

Research Group Visualization Method Characteristics Limitations

Liao et al. [55] Stereoscopic image overlay Increase accuracy and safety in surgery with
image overlay navigation

The visualization equipment lacks contrast in
operation lighting condition

Haouchine et al. [56–58] Local image overlay Real-time physics-based model for simulation
Include in vivo test on human data during surgery

The scalability of the system is restricted due to
currently only liver surgery is supported

Kong et al. [59] Local image overlay

Accurate automatic result registration on
laparoscopic image
A biomechanical model is included and analyzed
with FEM
Use of fluorescent fiducials

The feasibility of widely use of fluorescent
fiducials in surgery is restricted

Salah et al. [31] OpenGL + Fast light
toolkit (FLTK)

User interface for MRI data visualization and
analysis
An optimized slicing algorithm is included

Lack of data support from real surgery scenario

Tawara and Ono [60] Stereoscopic image overlay

Direct manipulation of human brain CT/MRI
volume data using AR
Combined Wiimote and a motion tracking cube to
get a tracked manipulation device for a
volume data

Lack of support on system scalability

Kaladji et al. [61] Local image overlay The deformation of the organ can be simulated
and visualized on CT image Lack of interaction functions

Sutherland [32] Visualization Toolkit (VTK)
Provide a simulation environment for CT volume
data visualization
Result update from force feedback

The setup is pre-defined and is not adaptive for
other applications

ARMed, [62] Stereoscopic image overlay Good educational system for diagnosis and
surgery preparation, education

1. Lack of real scene test
2. Only provided an educational environment
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Table 3. Characteristics and limitations of research in civil and urban engineering.

Research Group Visualization Method Characteristics Limitations

Clothier et al. [63] OpenGL Sensor implementation for structure simulation

1. Sensor data reading and visualization is
not robust
2. Desktop based system is not suitable for
outdoor use

Underkoffler et al. [64] Local image overlay A scalable design which integrate different
digital graphics and simulation result together

The simulation module in this system is still in
infant stage, only simple results are demonstrated

Malkawi et al. [65,66] Java3D
Augment CFD datasets in real-time based on
speech and gesture recognition
Interactive and immersive environment

1. Support only indoor and
pre-defined environment
2. Provided hand gesture cause ergonomic issue

Carmo et al. [33,34] OpenGL A mobile platform for visualize and analysis
solar radiation in outdoor environment

1. The solar energy data input has to
be pre-defined
2. Without proper sensing technology, the system
can hardly tap the potential of outdoor AR

Heuveline et al. [35,36] Remote image overlay

Image based rendering to visualize numerical
simulation data
Client-server framework for simulation
data visualization
Use VTK, paraview, and HiVision for result
visualization on the server

1. The simulation result is pre-defined in
the system
2. Difficult to integrate into other applications

Golparvar-Fard et al. [67,68] VR modeling language
3D thermal mesh modelling
Automated visualization of deviations between
actual and expected building energy

Requires thermal camera and HMD device may
cause ergonomic problem

Graf et al. [69] OpenGL Volumetric data preparation and simulation 1. Currently serves as a prototype system
2. Lack of real scene test

Broll et al. [37] OpenGL Co-location collaboration method
Focused on design and planning part

1. The utilize of simulation data need to
be described
2. The details of co-location collaboration could be
further clarified

Fukuda et al. [38,39] OpenGL, VR Markup language Use CFD data to promote a lean design
Visualization of CFD simulation results in AR

Desktop based system restrict the use of the
outdoor AR system
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Table 4. Characteristics and limitations of research in mechanical engineering and manufacturing.

Research Group Visualization Method Characteristics Limitations

Weidlich et al. [70] Remote image overlay • Visualize FEA result via client-server architecture
1. FEA results are pre-defined
2. Lack of interaction functions

NUS AR group, [27,41,42] VTK • Sensor implementation for near real-time result visualization
• Interaction method based on VTK

The loading position is pre-defined and the sensor can only be
attached at specific position

Paulus, et al. [43] OpenGL
• Integrate FEM into the system
• Deformation subject to cutting simulation can be performed

in real-time
Pre-defined model is required

Uva et al. [44,45,47,48] Local image overlay • Enable near real-time tangible engineering simulation
• Multiple interaction function included

1. The dataset visualization method is not described in detail
2. The precision of video tracking should be considered

Issartel et al. [71] VTK • Mobile volumetric rendering
• Slicing method use tablet and marker

1. The results are hardcoded in the application
2. The use of stylus and tablet itself cause ergonomic issue

Bernasconi et al. [40] OpenGL • Sensor implementation for crack growth simulation
• A simple Client-Server framework is integrated

Desktop based system restrict the use of the system

Valentini et al. [49,50] OpenGL
• Real-time accurate dynamics simulation of elastic beams and

cross-axis flexural pivot
• Using stylus to control virtual beams to perform simulations

1. Has limitations for models with complex geometries
2. The deformation of practical structures is usually small, which
cannot be measured using regular trackers
3. The user interface could be redesigned to include more functions

Naets et al. [72] Local image overlay • Model is reduced to enable efficient evaluation
• Strain and stress data visualization in AR environment

The setup of using marker based tracking with another optical
tracking system may cause difficulties for implementing system into
other applications

Moreland et al. [73] Paraview • CFD flow data can be visualized efficiently
• Integrate Paraview for visualization of simulation data

1. The results are pre-defined in the system
2. Difficult to integrate into other applications

Regenbrecht et al. [74] Local image overlay • Airplane cabin CFD result visualization with AR
• Implement AR for help design and development

Only pre-defined results are included for design purpose

Niebling et al. [46] OpenGL • Interactive simulation and tangible user interface is supported
• CFD result is included to help design the turbine prototype

1. The scalability of the system is limited
2. The simulation result is pre-defined

Weidenhausen et al. [75] OpenSG

• Assist workflows in design, production, and
maintenance operations

• Immediate comparison of real and generated results of a
vehicle crash test and augmented results on a crashed vehicle

Simulated result needs to be pre-defined
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Table 5. Characteristics and limitations of research in electromagnetism.

Research Group Visualization Method Characteristics Limitations

Buchau et al. [76] OpenGL
3D electromagnetic field in AR
Visualize analyzed result for pre-defined model
in education

The interference of other magnetic fields is
not included

Ibáñez et al. [51] OpenGL A handheld device based electromagnetic
simulation platform

1. Lack of interaction function
2. Limited system function may only suitable for
education purpose

Silva et al. [77] Local image overlay Use bi-dimensional image to represent 3D
scientific data

Image representation may not adaptive to
other applications

Mannuß et al. [52] OpenGL Interactive magnetic field simulation The cumbersome setup requires HMD device and
desktop monitor

Matsutomo et al. [53,54] OpenGL

Magnetic field visualization on
background monitor
Generate flux lines for bar magnets
Real-time magnetic field visualization

1. Requires monitor under the working area
2. Magnetic model is restricted
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Table 6 summarizes the features and limitations of most of the AR-based engineering analysis
and simulation systems. Selected studies use different visualization methods, such as image overlay,
OpenGL programming, and special software kit, to visualize volumetric data and numerical simulation
results. A relatively stable tracking and registration module is also included. However, the clear
majority of current systems have some common limitations as well. Most of the AR systems are
designed for one specific scenario only, such as in laparoscopic surgery [59]. Besides, the virtual
contents are mostly pre-calculated and hardcoded in the systems. Moreover, selected studies support
only one platform, instead of multi-platforms. The lack of scalability restricted the application range of
these systems. In addition, most of the studies use AR as a visualization tool, and the possibility of
interacting with the simulation results is neglected.

Table 6. Common characteristics and limitations of current AR-based engineering analysis and
simulation systems.

Features Limitations

Robust tracking performance is required for
high precision engineering operations

Designed for one specific scenario with pre-defined
model hardcoded.

Efficient visualization tools are implemented for
near real-time display

Mainly developed on one platform only. The lack of
multi-platform support limited the usage of

the system.

Accurate registration of computer-generated
volumetric data and numerical simulation

result on real scene

Most of the system lacks effective and intuitive
interaction method. The system was only used for

visualizing the results.

Figure 3 summarizes the research areas, research purposes, analysis and simulation methods, and
data types encountered in current AR-based engineering analysis and simulation systems. With the
development of computer technology, AR can be utilized to facilitate engineering analysis and
numerical simulation in both visualization and interaction. Tracking is one of the basic components of
an AR system, Table 7 shows the tracking techniques used in selected studies. Tracking techniques
can be divided into three categories, namely, marker-based tracking, marker-less tracking, GPS and
sensor fusion based tracking. Besides, the result updating ability is one of the research trends in
recent years. Table 8 summarizes the simulation result updating methods in selected studies. Some of
the reported studies, such as [32,43,46,70,74,75], used pre-defined simulation results. Pre-defined
result based systems limit the function and are not flexible and scalable. In addition to pre-defined
simulation results, result updating can be achieved in three different methods. First, users can
update the result through manual input. Second, the parameters can be updated by using the
computer vision techniques. For example, the deformation of tissues [58] and elastic objects [43] can be
tracked and analyzed with image processing. Third, the integration of sensor networks and solution
modules [27,41,42,46] enables near real-time result update, which provides more possibilities for
AR-based systems. Sensor networks normally consist of three parts, namely, sensor nodes, gateways,
and client processing software. Real-time load data can be captured using sensor nodes and processed
with client software. Appropriate sensors should be selected and installed depending on the different
conditions of the applications.
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Table 7. Tracking methods in selected studies.

Marker-Based Tracking Marker-Less Tracking GPS & Sensor Fusion

[27,32,37,40–42,44–51,60,62,70–72,74,75,77] [31,38,39,43,52–59,61,64,69,73] [33–36,65–68]

Table 8. Simulation result updating in selected studies.

Pre-Defined [31,33–36,55,59,60,62,65,66,69,70,73,74]

Dynamic update
Manual input [37,49,50,61,67,68]
Image processing [43–45,47,48,51,53,54,56–58,60,64,68,71,77]
Sensors [27,32,40–42,63,72]

The popularity and portability of phablet devices have promoted the development of mobile AR
platforms for outdoor and on-site engineering tasks, as shown in Table 9. Most reported AR systems
are still developed for indoor applications [41,43,74,77]. Outdoor AR systems could serve as a tool
to assist in important decisions without constraining the user’s whereabouts to a specially equipped
area. Some of the selected studies are based on a client-server network model for visualization
of simulation data [33–36,38–40,45,47,48,55,60,69,75]. However, due to limited device capabilities,
mobile AR platforms still require further development for engineering analysis and simulation.
The technologies to be developed for mobile AR systems include visualization and interaction methods.
A detailed discussion on the techniques used for AR-based engineering analysis and simulation is
summarized in Section 4.

Table 9. Platforms of selected studies.

Spatial display HMD HHD

[27,31,32,38–43,46,53–59,61,63,64,72,73] [37,49,50,52,60,62,65–70,74–77] [33–36,44,45,47,48,51,71]

4. Techniques Used for AR Applications in Engineering Analysis and siMulation

Different from common AR applications in other fields, AR applications in engineering analysis
and simulation require robust tracking and visualization performance. The characteristics of
engineering scenarios (e.g., lighting variation, poorly textured objects, marker incompatibility, etc.)
have posed difficulties to most of the AR techniques available [78]. This section aims to provide a
discussion on the techniques used for AR applications in engineering analysis and simulation.

4.1. Tracking

Tracking in AR technology refers to dynamic sensing and measuring of the spatial properties.
Most reported researches used the marker-based tracking method. Marker-based tracking has been
widely used ever since ARToolKit was available [30]. The advantage of marker-based tracking is
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computationally inexpensive and it can deliver relatively stable results with a low-resolution camera.
In the research reported by Weidlich et al. [70], the FEA result is superimposed on a black-and-white
fiducial marker that is pasted on the machine. Huang et al. [41,42] implemented a tracking system
based on multiple markers. The multi-marker setup enhances the stability of the tracking performance
by providing a wider range of detection. However, marker-based tracking intrudes the environment
with markers and for engineering applications, visual cluttering introduced by artificial markers
should be avoided.

Marker-less tracking aims to use natural features to determine the camera pose. The natural
features are captured in every frame without relying on the previous frames. The interest points in
the frame are represented by descriptors [79], which can be used to match with the descriptors in
the tracking model. The research community has devoted significant efforts to feature detection.
Shi [80] stated that the right features are those features which can be matched reliably. In the
engineering scenario, it means the working area around the interest points should be visually distinct
and sufficiently textured. Different interest point detectors have been evaluated by researchers all
over the world [81,82]. A descriptor should be created after the interest point has been selected.
Descriptors should capture the texture of the local neighborhood, while being relatively invariant
to changes in scale, rotation, illuminations, etc. The comparison of different descriptors has been
provided [81,83,84]. Recently, natural feature tracking was also implemented in outdoor tracking.
In outdoor tracking, the natural feature based method has been enhanced with additional measures,
such as built-in sensors in phablet devices, to make the solution robust and scalable. Koch et al. [85]
proposed a distributed mobile AR tracking framework for industrial applications. Ufkes et al. [86]
presented an end-to-end mobile AR tracking pipeline with a near 30Hz testing frame rate. Recently,
Yu et al. [87,88] provided a hybrid solution for tracking planar surfaces in an outdoor environment
with a client-server architecture. Similar tracking systems based on a client-server framework have also
been proposed [89–91]. The impact of outdoor mobile AR based tracking technology is summarized
in [92]. Outdoor tracking must address the additional challenge of searching a large localization
database. With the rapid development of phablet and HMD devices, future work should investigate
the integration of current techniques on handheld and HMD devices in order that the mobile AR
systems can adapt to complex outdoor scenes.

Current mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, are equipped with an array of sensors,
including global positioning system (GPS), wireless networking, and IMU sensors. GPS estimates
the 3D position of the users. However, the accuracy of the measurement can vary from 1m to 100 m.
Higher accuracy can be achieved with differential GPS (DGPS), which uses an additional correction
signal from ground stations. In addition to DGPS, real-time kinematics GPS (RTKGPS) further improves
the accuracy by measuring the phase of the signal. For smartphones and tablet devices, the accuracy
of the embedded GPS is normally within the range of 1 m to 5 m. Wireless network, such as WiFi,
Bluetooth, and mobile network, can also be used to determine the position. Wireless network based
tracking is achieved by using the identifier assigned by the base station. The tracking accuracy of
wireless network based methods is determined by the strength of the signal. IMU sensor based tracking
uses magnetometer, gyroscope, and accelerometer to determine the position of the users. This sensor
fusion technique is normally combined with optical tracking and GPS in outdoor use.

4.2. Result Visualization

Visualization for AR-based engineering analysis and simulation is different from conventional
AR visualization primarily due to the special data types involved. Volume rendering of simulation
data in an AR environment can be realized using two methods, namely, (1) convert data into readable
format, and (2) integrate visualization tools. One of the common visualization methods used in
surgery and biomedical engineering is image overlay. As mentioned by many researchers [59,61,62,77],
data is rendered with a viewport-aligned slicing image. A 2D textured representation is generated
based on a user’s viewport and superimposed on the real scene. Helfrich-Schkarbanenko et al. [93]
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described an image-based method, in which numerical simulation results can be transferred to a
remote mobile device for visualization. Similarly, the method proposed by Moser et al. [94] allows
low-resolution rendering and basic interaction function using an image-based method on mobile
devices. Anzt et al. developed a finite element package called Hiflow3 [95]. With the support of
this package, the simulation results of urban wind flow can be visualized on mobile devices using
the image-based method. Instead of using 2D representation, the data format can be converted
using data conversion software to be visualized in the AR environment. Figure 4 illustrates the data
conversion procedure for analysis and simulation data in AR. Simulation results are transferred to
a data conversion software, such as Blender and Paraview, and converted into the vectored graphic
format. The vectored graphic format can be imported into the AR development platform for rendering.
However, one disadvantage of this method is all simulation data must be pre-defined in the system.
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Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [96] is an open-source library with various supporting visualization
algorithms and interaction methods. These visualization algorithms and interaction methods
have been widely implemented into visualization tools, such as ParaView, Mayavi, VolView, etc.
Bruno et al. [97] presented a system named VTK4AR. This system integrates basic VTK functions into
an AR environment. The CAD model and CFD streamlines can be augmented on real models. VTK4AR
offers enormous convenience to related research on scientific visualization of numerical simulation
results. Huang et al. [27,41,42] used VTK in an AR-based structural analysis system. The interaction
functions provided by VTK were utilized in this system to support volume slicing and clipping.
De Pascalis [98] presented a remote rendering method for mobile devices. The simulation results are
generated in the polygon file format (PLY), also known as standard triangle format. The PLY format
file can be rendered remotely via VTK. However, the scalability of the system is restricted as only
pre-defined PLY files can be visualized. Scientific visualization of volumetric data on mobile devices is
still an untapped research area as compared with desktop-based visualization. Figure 5 illustrates the
approach of integrating the VTK with AR in current studies [41]. The visualization pipeline consists
of several parts, namely, vtkMappers, vtkActors, vtkRenderer, vtkCamera, and vtkRenderWindow.
The images grabbed by a camera is rendered as virtual objects by using the vtkRenderWindow and
vtkRenderer. The vtkActors represents the physical representation of the data in the rendering window.
In order to register vtkActors in the world coordinate system, the fundamental AR camera information
is transferred into vtkCamera.
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4.3. Interaction and Collaboration

A core function of AR is the ability to explore the data interactively. Interaction methods in
AR are manifold due to the diversity of AR applications. Basic AR interaction methods include
tangible user interface, body tracking, gestures, etc. Apart from basic interaction methods in AR,
the interaction in engineering analysis and simulation fields normally refers to modification of
parameters. These modifications can be performed virtually, or physically. In the systems reported by
Huang et al. [41,42] and Issartel et al. [71], the users can use a stylus to perform various interactions,
such as add virtual loads on a 3D structure. Similarly, Valentini and Pezzuti [50] implemented a
mechatronic tracker to manipulate virtual beam deformation in the AR environment. A sensor network
can be used to update the parameters physically. For example, the system by Huang et al. [41,42]
included a force sensor network to acquire load data. The coordinate transformation and load allocation
are performed for load conversion. The study proposed by Clothier and Bailey [63] used FBG sensors
to measure the strain on a bridge, and augmented approximate stress distribution on the structure.
An intuitive volumetric data exploring method could help users understand the results efficiently.
In the work by Issartel et al. [71], a slicing method is proposed for a mobile AR system based on
a handheld device; the users can use the phablet as a plane to perform slicing function. Similarly,
Huang et al. [42] described a stylus-based slicing and clipping method, in which a user can create data
slices or clips at different locations and manipulate each slice or clip for evaluation. Another intuitive
interaction method was proposed in a project AR Sandbox. [99], where the real-time computation
results of the water flow under different landscapes can be projected. A user can change the landscape
directly in the sandbox, and the depth camera generates the corresponding simulation model.

Another feature of AR is its use as an effective means for communication among engineers,
designers, etc., to achieve good collaboration. Collaborative AR enables multiple users to experience
an augmented scene simultaneously. The collaborative feature of AR can generally be classified into
two sharing modes, namely, co-located collaboration and remote collaboration. Both modes have
significant potential for enhancing collaboration among multiple users working on projects [100].
In a shared space, virtual contents can be visualized together with the corresponding co-located
users. Fuhrmann et al. [101] proposed an AR system for exploring 3D surfaces collaboratively.
A shared space setup enables users to establish an individual view on virtual contents. Handheld
displays are used in the TRANSVISION system [102] for sharing virtual contents on a table. In the
work reported by Broll et al. [37], a co-location collaborative system is proposed for urban design.
Dong et al. [103] described a collaborative visualization method for engineers, where their system
supports CAD model display. However, these studies require HMD and handheld devices for
collaboration. An interaction method which uses dynamic spatial projection for content rendering has
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been proposed [104]. The projection-based AR allows users to collaborate without holding any device.
In remote collaboration, off-site users can see the scene being captured and transmitted, and video
streaming is the primary mode of live transmission in remote collaboration. In Boulanger’s work [105],
an AR tele-training system allows remote users to share the view of local users. In the work reported
by Shen et al. [106] and Ong and Shen [107], a system was described for remote users to view a product
model from different perspectives. On-screen annotation allows remote experts to look at the work
scene from any viewpoint and annotate the scene using corresponding tools [108].

4.4. Client-Server Network Architecture

Client-server architecture has been widely used in the AR community for tracking, remote
rendering, collaboration, etc. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [109] is a technique
used for tracking an unknown environment. A client-side SLAM system is integrated with server-side
localization. The server side localization takes full advantage of the computational power without
affecting the portability of the mobile client. The concept of using the computational ability of the server
has influenced the development of the visualization techniques as well. For visualizing engineering
analysis and simulation results, the general client/server system architecture can be summarized in
Figure 6. The server comprises multiple components and processes commands generated from the
client side. The result rendering module handling the simulation data converts the data into a readable
format for the client side. Although the wireless network technology has been well developed in
last ten years, the performance still varies depending on the actual outdoor location. The network
connection may not be stable enough to support remote processing of simulation data.
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5. Conclusions and Potential Future Directions

Today’s engineering analysis and simulation software aims to provide an easy-to-use interface
for the users. Augmented reality applications are becoming increasingly common in many different
fields. One of the major advantages of using AR instead of VR is that AR allows users to interact with
real objects in addition to virtual contents in the augmented scene, and can amplify human perception
and cognition of the real world. This paper has presented a state-of-the-art review of research studies
on AR application in engineering analysis and simulation. Even though there are many researchers
working on AR-based engineering analysis, there is no report to provide a comprehensive review on
those systems. The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the recent developments in this
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field to facilitate further investigation. Numerical simulation methods are powerful tools for engineers
who can perform on-site engineering problem solving with the integration of AR and numerical
analysis and simulation tools. This review starts with an overview of traditional computer-aided
technologies followed by a detailed analysis on selected studies. The technical approaches used
for addressing engineering analysis and simulation problems are discussed, which include tracking,
visualization, interaction, collaboration, and client-server network connection. Tracking techniques
have been investigated in Section 4.1. Sensor fusion techniques, such as using GPS or IMU, are
available ubiquitously in AR systems, but have insufficient accuracy to fully support AR tracking.
In addition to sensor-based tracking, optical-based tracking has been implemented to facilitate tracking
performance. Marker-based tracking relies on a simple thresholding, in which the pose of the camera
can be estimated easily from the markers. Comparing with marker-based tracking, natural feature
tracking can be performed in a scene that is not prepared artificially. Recently, with the development of
mobile computing, outdoor tracking addresses additional challenges to AR. Visualization in AR-based
engineering analysis and simulation can be divided into three categories, namely, image overlay, format
conversion, and scientific visualization. Section 4.2 has described related visualization methods in
detail. The integration of VTK with AR has been introduced considering VTK is one of the fundamental
libraries of other visualization tools. The basic characteristics of AR-based engineering analysis and
simulation systems can be summarized as:

1. Robust tracking performance in the engineering scenario for enabling accurate registration of
virtual contents;

2. Accurate visualization techniques for numerical simulation results allowing engineers to evaluate
the problems efficiently; and

3. Intuitive interaction methods for volumetric data exploration.

AR is a promising tool for a wide range of engineering application areas. A further advancement
will be the integration of AR with engineering analysis and simulation tools which has been evaluated
in several studies and applications [39,42,74,79]. In addition to the key research fields and technologies
presented in this paper, some directions for future work could be considered. One of the future
directions is a fully functional mobile AR platform. Current mobile AR solutions are still in the
infant stage, as tracking and result visualization performance cannot meet the current industrial
needs. Advanced computer vision and visualization technology could enable near real-time display
of numerical simulation results on mobile devices. Another possible direction is the use of sensor
networks and ubiquitous computing. An increasing number of commercial products are controlled
by a system-on-chip instead of traditional controllers. Sensors can be embedded in structures and
products for monitoring and maintenance in an AR environment, and the analysis and simulation data
can be provided for a better understanding of the conditions of the structures and products.
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